Engineered
for insurance
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A global challenge for
IT and Operations in
the insurance industry

Global insurers today face a trade-off between
operations complexity and agility. Globalization
and rapid expansion have created complex
operations and application architectures needed
to support a growing and demanding business.
This is eroding margins and preventing companies
from responding to clients’ needs on time.
Organizations are facing increasing and diversified
pressures from clients, competitors, regulators
and others, while trying to deliver the results that
shareholders are demanding. This situation is
coupled with an increasing pressure on revenues,
derived mainly from international economic and
financial uncertainty. There is a ‘new normal’
with subsequent implications for all the economic
agents’ behaviors.
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Efficiency has become a ‘must’. Organizations are
looking to become more agile, simpler in the way
they manage the business, more focused on the
value-added activities, leaner in the processes they
execute and therefore highly focused on what
makes a difference in the marketplace.
Deloitte has developed Fit to meet these exact
challenges. Fit provides a systemic solution
based on a pre-configured and pre-integrated
application architecture and is flexible, reliable and
easy to implement. A uniquely integrated solution,
Fit enables progressive efficiency in a flexible way,
by turning a traditional transformation challenge
into an achievable, risk-controlled, high-value
outcome. Fit is a different way to manage
complexity and get faster business results.
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Flexible
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Robust
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Fit offers a scalable and configurable
response with great interoperability,
which can be adapted to your
specific environment and needs.
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Built from proven market software,
combined with the expertise and
methodology of Deloitte, Fit is a
robust and reliable solution.
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Fit components are comprehensive,
flexible and have the capacity to
provide industry standard products
and processes.

Performance
Dashboard

Finance & HR
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Core
Engine

Multichannel
Portal
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Fast-Moving
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Controlled
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By using pre-configured assets
and pre-integrated components,
Fit gives every project a head
start, aiming for faster results and
time-to-market. With the basics
already done, the focus can be
on the differentiating elements
that will give the solution that
fits you perfectly.
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Solutions are important, but
knowing how to deliver them
is key. Deloitte’s on-site
collaboration, scope challenge,
and reuse of assets mean that
the delivery approach is seamless,
efficient and risk-controlled.
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Customer
Center

Real-Time
Analytics

Document
Management
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Process
Portal
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Focused
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Comprehensive
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Fit is completely focused on
you, the end-user, fostering your
participation and commitment in
the change process. At the same
time Fit gives you solutions that
will enable you to pinpoint the
specific differentiators necessary
for your business.
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From the distribution channel to
the core system, management
information or operational view,
Fit ensures that every solution and
system are synchronized, providing
full coverage to meet business needs.
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Core Engine

Multichannel Portal

The heart of the organization, the Core Engine, provides
the required functionalities to support the main business
functions of the organization. This includes defining
new products, entity information records and sales of
a given service or product. This is the component that
organizations typically use to manage their customers,
partners, products, business transactions and financial
flows, thus becoming one of the key sources of
business information.

Fit provides a multi-purpose, front-end interface that
ensures a secure and unified access point to customer
and partner-related information and applications.
This helps to ensure shorter and swifter sales rates
and customer service processes. It can be in the form
of a web-based or mobile-based user interface. Staff
(both internal and external) and customers alike can
browse a set of customer-related data as well as
access applications and engage in a broad range
of critical operational processes.

Customer Center

Process Portal

Fit consolidates and manages the whole customer
relationship with the organization. It takes a 360° view
of the customer, including prospects, sales, debt and
interaction history. It also provides mechanisms for sales
agents to manage their commercial agenda and to
receive contact suggestions derived from commercial
campaigns. All of this is achieved whilst being seamlessly
integrated with all the other components.

Fit’s workflow capabilities make it easy to manage
and monitor the complex business processes of an
organization, focusing on the following benefits:
•

Mitigation of operational risk by the automation,
standardization and prioritization of process-related
tasks and controls;

•

Centralization of all the necessary information
for process handling decisions in a single,
robust and always up-to-date application;

•

Improvement of the quality of service by taking
an analytical approach to process monitoring.
This includes compliance with SLAs, backlog
analysis, closing ratio and several other
operational metrics.
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Document Management

Real Time Analytics

Business-oriented mechanisms allow for the creation
of lean, pixel-perfect, customer-ready documents like
contracts, letters or financial statements. Fit also has
the capability to establish rules and responsibilities for
accessing, copying and maintaining business process
related documentation.

Leading-edge capabilities allow Fit to process, analyze
and visualize large amounts of operations-related data
in real time. These abilities can assist in myriad aspects
of the business: from customer retention and acquisition
strategies (using internal and external data), to fraud
monitoring and process optimization. Value is driven by
the ability to scrutinize very large volumes of internal or
external event data as soon as they occur.

Finance & HR

Performance Dashboard

Fit integrates the back-office and ensures the
streamlined high performance of finance and
human resources processes. This includes:

This is a one-stop-shop for monitoring Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) from all areas of the organization and
across several dimensions. From an aggregated and
comprehensive view of the organization, to the detail of
a single customer data-point or event, the Performance
Dashboard provides a platform for analyzing and gaining
new insight from data. It helps to improve the reliability
of business decisions by guaranteeing a single version of
the truth taken from across the business’ data.

•

Finance: General Ledger, Account Payables,
Account Receivables, Asset Management;

•

Human Resources: Organizational and Personnel
Management, Payroll Processing, Time and
Attendance Management, Workforce Analytics.
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Award winning capabilities

As the world’s largest management consulting
firm, we help organizations build value by
uncovering insights that create new futures.
Our clients look to us for the ability to implement
the ideas we present and we do the hard work
required to improve performance. Clients expect
excellent results that draw upon our breadth of
industry and service experience.
When solving the toughest of challenges,
Deloitte’s teams take an intense industry
focus and work with business leaders to apply
innovation – backed by a network of global
resources, deep strategic alliances and fullspectrum delivery across strategy, implementation,
management and operations. Our global network
of technology professionals has extensive
experience identifying and solving clients’ most
critical information and technology challenges.
The resulting unmatched market offerings solve
our clients’ toughest business issues, with a
proven record in systems implementation.

Joäo Paula de Carvalho
Partner
jocarvalho@deloitte.com
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We have a different approach to complex
transformation projects based on a collaborative
business-driven methodology, multi-competency
teams and the use of accelerators and tools
that minimize risk and improve efficiency and
client satisfaction.
Deloitte ranked #1 in global consulting and
management consulting, by revenue in Kennedy
Consulting Research & Advisory’s Global
Consulting Index 2012.
Deloitte security consulting ranked #1
globally based on revenue according to Gartner in
their Market Share Analysis: Security Consulting,
Worldwide, 2012 report.

Joäo Sales Caldeira
Partner
jcaldeira@deloitte.com

Mike Duggan
Partner
miduggan@deloitte.com
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